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Abstract

CORBA is an industrial standard for distributed object-oriented applications covering aspects such as heterogeneity
and interoperability of products of different vendors. However, the CORBA standard does not define any methods
for load balancing and there is a considerable confusion of terms describing associated load balancing techniques.
Starting from the general platform- and language-independent CORBA object model, this paper presents a new
hierarchical classification of possible load distribution methods for CORBA applications. The classification is a
valuable starting point to identify the load balancing method that is appropriate for a given application.
Furthermore, we show the relations to modern software design patterns and indicate the places in a CORBA
application where load balancing components such as monitoring (obtaining load information), strategy
(performing load distribution decisions), and control (executing the strategy decisions) may be integrated. Besides
the discussion of the general object model as defined in the CORBA standard, we deal with concrete CORBA-
compliant Object Request Brokers such as Orbix and VisiBroker. The presented techniques and examples are useful
to systematically evaluate whether a given CORBA ORB can be used to implement a load balancing method as
required by the application.
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1 Introduction
CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) [OMG95], an industrial standard for distributed object-
oriented applications, will be of increasing importance for the supercomputing community since it covers important
aspects such as heterogeneity (with respect to hardware, operating systems, and programming languages) and
interoperability of products of different vendors. CORBA also is an interesting candidate to serve as a bridge
between scientific supercomputing applications and standard software. Although load balancing [Shirazi95] is a
typical problem in all distributed environments, the CORBA standard does not define any methods for load
balancing. Only a few CORBA-compliant products provide some proprietary extensions (as shown in Section 5).
Similar to other distributed computing environments, one cannot expect any platform to provide a general load
balancing technique that automatically solves the load balancing problems of a particular application. That means
that at least during the design of an application, load balancing has to be considered. Thus, software developers
using CORBA have to find suitable load balancing techniques for their individual applications. Considering the
enormous confusion of terms in literature (and even worse: in commercial white papers), this may be a hard task for
developers which are not experienced experts in this field. For example, there is inconsistent usage of the terms
"load balancing" [Ferrari86, Zhou88], "load sharing" [Eager86, Kremien92], and "load distribution" [Beccard90,
Kale88]. Similar inconsistencies can be found with "dynamic/static load balancing" [Zhou88, Becker95] or
"adaptive load balancing" [Casas94, Kremien92, Eager86].
A typical CORBA application consists of a number of processes that are spread among many, often heterogeneous,
computational nodes. In this context, load balancing generally means the assignment of "parts" of an application to
computational nodes so that the distribution of load meets given requirements (e.g., even workload distribution or
adaptive distribution according to the nodes’ individual performance). Here, a "part" of an application may be any
possible static or dynamic entity such as for example a process, an object (with respect to an object-oriented
language), or a remote method invocation.
Generally, there are three aspects of load balancing:
1. The load balancing method (e.g., object migration) describes which entities of the application are considered for

"balancing", i.e., the entities the load balancing problem deals with and which actions are to be taken on these
entities in order to improve load balancing.

2. The load balancing components to be used. On the topmost architectural level, there are three load balancing
components:
- Monitoring: The component that delivers information about the actual state of the application with respect to
load balancing. This component is obviously only required if the actual state is considered for load balancing.
- Strategy: The component that performs the decision when and where entities are assigned. It is not within the
scope of this paper to propose or compare specific load balancing strategies, we just assume that there is such a
strategy. A practical load balancing strategy in CORBA environments has not only to consider the "load", but
also aspects such as functional restrictions (not every object can run on every server), security aspects (for
example, some objects should be assigned to "secure" nodes), or availability aspects (for example, an object and
its replica should not be assigned to the same node to reduce the probability that both are not available).
- Control: The component that controls load balancing. It implements the mechanisms that are necessary for
load balancing.

3. The integration of load balancing into the system, i.e., the implementation of the load balancing components for
a given application.

This paper serves CORBA users to identify which load balancing methods is appropriate for their given application.
Furthermore, given a CORBA compliant ORB, it can be used to systematically categorize the support of individual
load balancing methods of that ORB. Therefore, this paper may be a valuable aid in the decision which ORB should
be used. Section 2 introduces some CORBA terminology and a general CORBA application model that will be used
in the subsequent sections. Section 3 presents a hierarchical classification of load balancing methods for CORBA
applications. Since load balancing methods may also be regarded as "design patterns" [Gamma95], Section 4
discusses the relationship between the possible load balancing methods for CORBA applications and published
design patterns. In Section 5, techniques for the integration of load balancing components into CORBA
applications are discussed. However, to keep the article clear, many technical details are just referenced. Sections 6
and 7 show related work and give some conclusions.
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2 CORBA
Our terminology follows the definitions in the POA (Portable Object Adapter) specification [OMG97],
[Schmidt98a]. The CORBA standard defines an abstract model of a distributed object architecture. A CORBA
application consists of servers offering services of the application, and clients using these services. (CORBA allows
a server to be also a client). In this context, a service denotes an application specific set of somehow related
interfaces and their semantics. Services are implemented by CORBA objects. CORBA objects are programming
entities with an identity, an interface, and an implementation. From a client’s perspective, the object’s identity is
encapsulated in the object’s reference. CORBA specifies how clients invoke requests on CORBA objects via an
Object Request Broker. Interfaces of CORBA objects are specified using an Interface Definition Language (IDL).
CORBA does not explicitly specify how CORBA objects are implemented. This depends on system characteristics,
such as the operating system, and the programming language used for implementing CORBA objects. Nevertheless,
we can describe the load balancing aspect for CORBA applications by assuming, that each CORBA object is
implemented by a servant at a server. In practice, a servant is usually a C++ or Java object that is registered at the
ORB´s object adapter. The servant may reside in an own server or it may share a server with other servants. Servers
usually correspond to normal application processes (for example, if the ORB is implemented as a library that is
linked to application programs). However, it is also possible that there is exactly one server at each computational
node (e.g., if the operating system directly implements a CORBA ORB).

naming / trading

Client Server S

  ORB

s

2) get reference of
an “X” ob ject

3) return
reference r

1) register s  as an “X ”

4) invoke r->m

5) call s->m

6) result

7) result

servant

Figure 1: General CORBA application model

Figure 1 shows the general interaction between clients and servers according to the CORBA model. This
interaction can be split up into seven steps:

1. The servant s, living in a server S, is registered at a naming / trading component as a servant implementing a
CORBA object that offers a service "X". Note, that the CORBA standard does not specify a naming / trading
component within the ORB. Naming or trading is offered by standard Naming/Trading CORBAServices.
Furthermore, many ORBs have proprietary extensions to provide a naming / trading component within the ORB
(e.g. the _bind() method in Orbix).

2. The client asks the naming / trading component for a reference to an object fulfilling certain requirements (e.g.,
a certain IDL-interface, etc.).

3. Assuming that "X" fulfills the given requirements, the naming / trading component will find the servant s and
return an appropriate reference r. That means, the client receives a connection to a servant. Internally, the ORB
provides a mapping of the CORBA object reference r to the servant s at server S.

4. The client invokes a method m on reference r.
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5. The invocation r->m is delegated and transformed by the ORB into a method call s->m at server S.

6. The ORB receives the result (which consists of a return value and values of the out / inout parameters).

7.  The ORB passes the result to the client.

This scenario generally fits to all CORBA systems. In the following section we discuss the load balancing
possibilities implied by this model.

3 Classification
Traditional load balancing methods (e.g., [Eager86, Zhou88]) consider the assignment problem as the problem of
assigning operating system processes to computational nodes with the objective to manage the load of
computational nodes. In CORBA environments, servers are the entities for which load has to be managed. The
usual goal is to avoid overloaded servers while other servers are idle. However, since clients invoke methods on
server objects, the implementation of a load balancing method has to consider also the client side (cf. Section 5).
Similar to other programming models, load balancing in CORBA environments basically consists of

• Partitioning: The application has to be partitioned into objects (servants) that can be distributed among servers
and

• Assignment: Application workload has to be assigned to servers holding application objects (servants).

Partitioning is used to spread the application’s services among servers. It is thus the prerequisite for the assignment,
i.e. the distribution of the application workload. Consequently, we propose a classification of load balancing
methods in CORBA environments that consists of two parts (Figure 2) which show partitioning and assignment
methods, respectively.

Partitioning Assignment

Replication

Functional
Decomposition

Servants

Requests
Trading

preemptive Trading

Assignment on demand

Assignment at

Migration

non-preemptive

preemptive

static
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                         Figure 2: Hierarchical Classification of Load Distribution Methods
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The following paragraphs discuss the different load balancing methods and illustrate each method by the structure
of a typical CORBA application: A travel information system offering information about hotels, flights, car rentals,
and weather to arbitrary clients in the Internet. We further assume that these services are distributed among several
server nodes in the information provider’s Intranet to provide high availability and short response times.

3.1 Partitioning
Partitioning comprises functional decomposition and replication. Functional decomposition means that different
services of the application are implemented by different CORBA objects. Regarding our example, the travel
information system may implement hotel information, flight information and weather information by one CORBA
object each.

Replication means that an application service is implemented by several objects, called replicas. In other words,
replication means that a certain service is available on more than one CORBA object (see [Kopetz93] for a
thorough discussion of replication; see also [Isis95]). Regarding the example above, the hotel information service
may be replicated, that means, information about all or a subset of all hotels is available at more than one CORBA
object. Besides load balancing, replication is especially useful to guarantee availability of a service even if a server
is shut down or disconnected. Replication of a service requires that all replicas have a consistent state, where the
"state" is defined by the semantics of the application. There are many cases where replicas can be regarded as
"stateless" with respect to client requests, that means, client requests do not change the state of application objects
(for example, "read-only" queries). Generally, protocols ensuring replica consistency require implementation effort
and consume resources at runtime. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between availability and degree of freedom for load
balancing on one hand, and implementation effort and resource consumption on the other hand.

Regarding replication, there are different levels of dynamics. Using static replication, the replication degree (i.e.,
the number of replicas) is not changed as long as the service is instantiated. The replication degree may be fixed at
compile time or at service instantiation time. Obviously, the first is less flexible than the latter. On the other
hand, simplified (or optimized) consistency protocols may be used if the replication degree is determined at compile
time. Regarding the travel information example, static replication would mean that the replication degree is not
changed as long as the information system is running.

Using dynamic replication, the replication degree can be changed during runtime. For the travel information
system, the number of replicas may be adapted to the current intensity of information requests to the information
system. For example, if all servers running replicas of the weather service are overloaded, a weather service replica
on a further server may be generated. Dynamic replication generally is more difficult than static replication since
consistency protocols have to manage a dynamic set of replicas. Furthermore, if a replica is added at runtime, it has
to obtain a consistent state.

3.2 Assignment

There are basically two kinds of entities that have to be assigned:
• Requests: When a client issues a request to a service, replication may imply a choice which servant handles the

request. In that case, the servant may be selected according to a load balancing strategy.
• Servants: As depicted in the general model, each servant "lives" within a server (whatever this server

corresponds to). Consequently, there may be a choice which server hosts the servant.
Assigning requests and assigning servants are orthogonal load balancing methods, i.e., in principle, they can be
arbitrarily combined.

3.2.1 Assigning Requests
Assigning requests to servants can be classified according to the frequency a selection is performed. The most
simple method is assignment on demand (also called "per-invocation" balancing). For each request, a servant is
selected according to the given load balancing strategy. Obviously, this approach is not always practical: The
application semantics often requires that semantically related requests are handled by the same servant. For this
reason all distributed object oriented systems provide a "binding mechanism". That means, a client binds to a
CORBA object and uses the received object reference for subsequent requests (cf. Section 2). In this case, the
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selection of a servant is not performed at the time a request is issued. Instead the servant is selected when the client
binds to the CORBA object implemented by the servant. This assignment method is usually called trading
(sometimes this is also called "per-session" balancing). Using trading as a load balancing method requires
management of static attributes (attributes that are not changed during the servant’s lifetime, for example, the type
of a service) as well as dynamic attributes (attributes that may change during the lifetime of the servant, for
example, the "load" of the server where the servant is located).
Regarding the application example, we may use the assignment on demand method for "read-only" queries if the
information services are replicated among several servers. For example, queries asking for hotel room rates, rental
car rates, or actual weather data may be sent to the actually least loaded server. On the other hand, more complex
queries such as transactions for booking a hotel room may use trading, i.e. the entire transaction is processed by a
single object.
Summing up, we can say that there are basically two methods for request assignment. Assignment on demand can
react faster on changes of the load situation since it is performed more frequently than trading. However, besides
the limitations due to application semantics, there is another problem with assignment on demand: For every client
request, a load balancing strategy has to perform an assignment decision. If the decision component is located at the
server-side of the system (for example, to collect actual load information of servers), assignment on demand may
lead to an intractable communication overhead and to an overloaded decision component at the server side. On the
other hand, trading may produce the problem that the system cannot react fast enough on a changed load situation
(If a server is overloaded, it has to "wait" until a sufficient number of clients close the connection). In that case we
can use a mixture between trading and assignment on demand, that we call preemptive trading. With preemptive
trading, clients bind to CORBA objects as usual. In contrast to normal trading, connections to a servant on an
overloaded server (with respect to the given load index) can be redirected to another servant. That means,
subsequent requests using the redirected connection are delegated to another servant. The effort to realize
preemptive trading depends on the application semantics and on the flexibility of the ORB. Preemptive trading may
be used in the application example as follows: If the travel agency starts a new session, the client program obtains
an object reference that is used for subsequent queries. The connection is only closed and re-established when there
is a significantly changed load situation on the server side.

3.2.2 Assigning Servants
According to the general CORBA model, servants are assigned to servers. When a new servant is generated, there
may be a choice to which server the servant is assigned. That means, a server may be selected according to the
current load situation. Furthermore, the assignment of servants to servers may be changed dynamically, i.e.,
servants may be migrated between servers.
We can classify migration according to its dynamics: Migration is called non-preemptive, if a servant is only
migrated when it is currently not executing a method invocation, else migration is called preemptive. Similar to
the dynamics with respect to request assignment, there is a tradeoff between implementation effort and runtime
overhead on one hand, and load balancing possibilities on the other hand: Using preemptive migration, a servant
may be migrated at any time, and hence, the load balancing strategy can immediately react on a changed load
situation. The problem with preemptive migration is that the current "state" of the servant (including stack
contents, etc.) has to be transferred to another server. This is impractical in most ORBs and operating systems.
Non-preemptive migration is more easy since the servant can be expected to be in a well-defined state between
method executions. However, migration can only take place after the actual operation is completed. This may be too
late for strong load balancing requirements.
Regarding the application example, assignment of new servants may be used in combination with dynamic
replication. For example, if all servers holding an instance of the weather information are overloaded, a new
instance may be generated and assigned to a lightly loaded node. Using migration, an already started weather
information object on an overloaded node may be migrated to a lightly loaded node.

3.3 Summary of the Classification
The classification has demonstrated that the CORBA object model implies a large range of possible load balancing
methods. After showing the relations to actual software design patterns, Section 5 will give a deeper insight about
the implementation of these load balancing methods.
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4 Related Design Patterns
Modern software development processes include design patterns. Design patterns are an informal description of
"good" solutions for recurring problems in software development. Design patterns can be used by software
developers as a collection of expert knowledge about a specific problem. Furthermore, using design patterns can
significantly improve the efficiency of information exchange in development teams. A broad range of design
patterns can be found e.g. in [Buschmann96, Gamma95].
This section analyses design patterns that are important with respect to load balancing methods. Several of them
can be applied in more than one case. Therefore, they are not arranged according to their applicability for a specific
load balancing method. Instead we start with the discussion of "low level" patterns that are useful to implement
specific load balancing mechanisms and end up with "high level" patterns that describe the structure of entire
applications.
• Proxy Pattern: [Buschmann96, Gamma95] Using the Proxy-Pattern, clients communicate not directly with an

object, but with a representative ("proxy"). Regarding CORBA, proxies are used on the client side as
programming language objects offering the interface (according to the given client-side IDL language mapping)
of the represented CORBA object. When the proxy is invoked, it is usually responsible to forward the invocation
to the actual servant via the ORB. Further processing such as access-control checking or caching may be added.
Regarding load balancing techniques, proxies may be used to realize dynamic request assignment by hiding the
actual object reference used for requests in order to keep load balancing transparent for the client program.

• Client-Dispatcher-Server Pattern: [Buschmann96] This pattern directly corresponds to a naming / trading
component as shown in Figure 1. Clients ask the dispatcher for object references that will be used for subsequent
requests. Therefore, this pattern can be applied to realize the dynamic request assignment based on trading.

• Object Group Pattern: The Object Group design pattern [Maffeis96] describes the implementation of object
replication. The client has a CORBA object reference that "represents" several replicas. That means, when the
client issues a request to the object group reference, this request is forwarded to the replicas. Although the object
group pattern as described in [Maffeis96] assumes that client requests are multicast to all replicas, it can also be
applied to implement state consistency when only one replica (in our case, the "least" loaded one) receives a
request [Isis95,Maffeis95].

• Migration Pattern: The Migration Pattern [Schnekenburger97b] describes the implementation of non-
preemptive object migration. An object is migrated to a target by generating a new instance on the target,
transferring its state to the new instance, and deleting the original object. Migrations have to be coordinated
with the communication subsystem in order to guarantee that requests to the object are always delivered
correctly.

• Broker Pattern: The Broker pattern [Buschmann96] describes Broker systems consisting of clients, servers,
and broker objects. Client requests are passed through proxies to the Broker (that means, the Broker pattern
applies the Proxy pattern). The Broker looks for the location of the corresponding server object, and passes the
request to that server object. Within a system, several brokers may be connected by so called "Bridges". The
Broker pattern is obviously the base of the CORBA standard. Since Broker objects have control over the
implementation of server objects and the communication between clients and servers, basically all load
balancing methods may be realized (cf. Section 5).

• Master-Slave Pattern: This pattern [Buschmann96] describes the "divide and conquer" principle where a
computational task is divided into a number of sub-tasks that are executed in parallel. The client that issues the
computational task is not aware of this parallelism. This is realized by a "Master"-Object. The Master receives
the computational task, divides it into sub-tasks, sends these sub-tasks to "Slaves", collects and combines the
results, and returns the complete results to the client. The Master may use (transparently for the client) any of
the load balancing methods mentioned above to realize load balancing within the computational task. This
pattern is very interesting for supercomputing applications to separate a parallel computational algorithm from
the user interface.

5 Techniques and Examples
The previous sections concentrated on the design aspect of load balancing methods for CORBA applications. In this
section we consider how the three basic load balancing components monitoring, strategy, and control as described
in Section 1 and the different load distribution methods as defined in Section 3 can be integrated into a CORBA
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application. To give concrete examples, we often mention the two leading CORBA ORB implementations, namely
Orbix [Orbix96] from Iona Technologies Ltd, and VisiBroker [Visigenic97] from Visigenic.

Figure 3 shows a general model of a CORBA system similar to the CORBA model as defined by the OMG. For
each IDL interface, an IDL compiler usually generates specific code (Stubs and "Skeletons") that implements the
communication and synchronization necessary for an invocation of an operation of the IDL interface. The stub code
allows the client program to invoke IDL operations fully transparent with respect to the underlying communication
mechanisms. On the other hand, the object adapter hides the concrete implementation of CORBA objects from the
ORB kernel. The application code furthermore uses the ORB’s API (application programming interface) consisting
of interfaces defined by the CORBA standard (for example, methods for registering a new server) and additional
proprietary extensions (for example, Orbix provides methods for explicitly handling incoming messages). Figure 3
emphasizes the points where load balancing components may be integrated. We can identify the following system
parts:
• ORB: The CORBA standard basically defines interfaces and language mappings that have to be adhered to by a

compliant ORB whereas the concrete ORB implementation is left to individual vendors. Therefore, vendors may
implement a CORBA compliant ORB with some load balancing functionality. Furthermore, there are some
ORBs that are available with full source code (e.g., TAO [Schmidt98b], ORBacus [ORBacus], MICO [MICO],
and JacORB [Brose97]). In that case, it’s possible to modify / extend the ORB sources to implement load
balancing functionality. However, this is impractical in most cases, because there would be no way to catch up
with new versions of the ORB.

• Between the ORB interfaces (including stubs and skeletons) and the application code there may be a
intermediate layer that is used to implement functionality specific for an application, but that is not directly
related to the actual application functionality. For example, Orbix [Orbix96] provides such layers for application
specific extensions of stubs ("smart proxies"), application specific modifications of requests ("Communication
Filters"), and an application specific connection establishment ("locators"), etc. The benefits of such an
intermediate layer is that the essential application code is not changed when communication mechanisms are
customized. For example, smart proxies can be used to implement a caching mechanism for read-requests that is
transparent to the essential client program.

• The OMG has defined several Basic Object Services [COSS95], now called CORBAServices, such as Naming
Service, Life Cycle Service, Transaction Service, Event Service etc., that can be applied in many application
domains. Some of these services are related to load balancing.

stub API

adaptor

ORB
basic object services

further

application

services

application specific
system extensions

ORB support specific services new object
services

application integrated

Figure 3: Integration points
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• Further services may be added for adding specific functionality or for the support of specific application
domains. This includes services offered by a single ORB vendor, but also services that may be standardized by
the OMG in the future.

• Application: Obviously, load balancing components can be directly integrated into the application code.

Except for the last point,. all other points offer the possibility to more or less expose load balancing to the
application. Similar to other environments, there is a tradeoff between simple usage with probably inefficient load
balancing and more complex usage with the possibility to adapt load balancing to specific requirements of the
application.
The application, the ORB, as well as the services can be divided into a client part (the part of the program used for
making a request) and a server part (the part of the program used for processing a request). Using this model, we
can identify several possible points were load balancing components may be integrated.

5.1 Monitoring
For every load balancing method that requires knowledge about the actual system state, a monitoring sub-system is
required. The job of this sub-system is to collect load information and to pass it to the point where it is needed by
the load balancing strategies (and probably other system parts such as a performance visualization tool). The
suitability of an integration point for monitoring depends on the kind of information monitoring should deliver, the
so called load index [Ferrari86, Ferrari87]. It is often cited in the literature that the performance benefits of load
balancing are strongly dependent upon the selection of representative load indices [Hac90, Kunz91]. Regarding
CORBA environments, there are several possible load indices:
• Load of system resources: For example, the load index may be the actual ready queue length of the CPUs used.

Load of system resources is (if available at all) delivered by the operating system. Therefore, this kind of load
index can be gathered independent from a specific application or a specific ORB. Consequently, the monitoring
subsystem may be realized as an additional service (the service offers resource load information), as part of the
ORB kernel (the ORB‘s API has an interface to request load information) or within the application itself (by
using the operating system information directly). Load of system resources may include also server specific
information such as the "average idle time" of a server.

• Number of active threads: In case of a multi-threaded server, the load of a server may be described by the
number of threads that are currently active. Either the ORB kernel or the object adapter is responsible to
generate threads for incoming messages, and thus, it obviously knows the number of active threads (this applies
for example to VisiBroker), or the application may generate threads by itself (this applies for example to Orbix).
In the first case, information about the number of threads may be provided by the ORB’s API. If not, it may
require a considerable effort to implement such a "thread counter": For each method implementing an IDL
operation the thread counter has to be increased when the method is started as a thread. The counter has to be
decreased if the method terminates (e.g., by a return-statement or an exception). Depending on the ORB’s API,
obtaining this kind of load information directly within the application is quite costly and error prone, too.

• Message queue length: The load of a server may be described by the length of its "message queue", i.e., the
number of requests waiting for being processed by the server. The ORB or any other part of a CORBA program
can provide this information only if the underlying transport layer provides it too. The experiences reported for
example in [Schnekenburger97a] and an implementation following [Schiemann96,Schiemann97] show that this
information is not available in many frequently used CORBA implementations (for example, Orbix and
VisiBroker).

• Operation monitoring: Whenever a servant’s operation is called by a client, the monitoring system may use that
information to compute operation-related load indices such as the "average processing time" of a method or the
"throughput" with respect to a method. Some ORBs such as IONA’s Orbix provide APIs that allow easy
integration of this kind of monitoring. For example, Orbix provides "Filters" that are called whenever an
operation is called "from outside" or when results are returned to clients.

• Servant monitoring: The number of active threads, message queue length, and operation monitoring may be also
applied with respect to a given servant. Here we have similar limitations as for applying these load indices with
respect to a given server.

Actually, there is no CORBAService that deals with monitoring, that means, there are currently no standard
interfaces that can be used to obtain load information.
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Up to now we have only discussed how information about a server may be obtained. However, most load balancing
methods require efficient exchange of this information. Basically, a CORBA environment may use an arbitrary load
exchange protocol out of the huge number of protocols proposed in the literature. For example,
[Schnekenburger97a] shows how popular load exchange protocols can be implemented for CORBA applications
using Orbix.
A typical problem with single-threaded CORBA servers (cf. [Schnekenburger97a]) is that it is not sufficient for the
server to provide an IDL-interface that can be used to request the server’s load information: Since a load
information request is processed as a normal CORBA operation, the result may be not up to date any more.
Furthermore, it is not practical to block the caller until it obtains load information. The solution in
[Schnekenburger97a] and also in an implementation according to [Schiemann96,Schiemann97] solves this problem
by implementing a "load server" residing at the same node as the original server. The original server sends its load
information to the load server. The load server provides an IDL interface to request that information. Since the load
server is only used for providing this information, the results are returned immediately and can be expected to be up
to date since local communication between the original server and the load server can be assumed to be quite fast.

5.2 Strategies
The literature describes a huge number of possible load balancing strategies, ranging from simple round-robin and
random strategies to complex distributed protocols following economical concepts [Ferguson88] or distributed
information exchange according to a physical model [Heiss95]. See [Casavant88] and [Schnekenburger97c] for
surveys and classifications of load balancing strategies. One problem with dynamic load balancing strategies is that
load information should be provided as up to date as possible, but exchange of load information should not produce
too much overhead (cf. previous section). Another problem is the tradeoff between achieving a "good" load balance
and the overhead implied by the execution of load balancing methods (e.g., by process migration). This is often
solved by introducing "thresholds", i.e., a re-distribution is only taking place if the load difference in the system
exceeds a certain threshold.
Regarding the structure in Figure 3, a strategy may be integrated into any system part shown. However, existing
CORBA products include rather simple strategies. Orbix OTM (Orbix Transaction Monitor) [OrbixOTM],
Orbix+Isis [Isis95] as well as VisiBroker only provide simple round-robin load balancing strategies that do not
consider actual load information. [Schnekenburger97a] shows how common threshold-based strategies can be
implemented with Orbix at application level. The existing CORBAServices do not define such a "load-exchange"
service. However, some load balancing schemes are tightly related to the Trading Service (as shown in
[Schnekenburger97a]).

5.3 Control
Even when monitoring and strategy is implemented, there has to be a control component that actually can re-
distribute the application’s load. The following paragraphs discuss techniques and examples how such control may
be integrated into CORBA environments. The paragraphs are arranged  according to the classification in section 3.

5.3.1 Functional Decomposition

CORBA was invented to support object-oriented client programs accessing servers that are distributed among
several nodes. Any practical ORB implementation is supporting multiple servers on different machines. Therefore,
obviously all practical ORBs can be used to implement functional decomposition. There is no need for extra support
by specific Object Services. However, we can not expect any system to perform such a decomposition automatically,
that means, the application developer has to decide how the application is decomposed into servers and CORBA
objects.

5.3.2 Replication

On the server side, replication means to keep a number of server objects in a consistent state (cf. Section 3). If the
application semantics allows the objects to be regarded as stateless, there is no need for a specific support by the
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CORBA environment; the application can just generate several replicas like ordinary CORBA objects. If objects are
not stateless, it has to be ensured that all replicas perform the same state changes. To achieve this is a complex and
error prone task. Implemented individually and within an application, it very likely performs quite poor. So,
support by the CORBA environment is needed. Orbix+Isis [Isis96], VisiBroker [Visigenic97], and Electra
[Maffeis95] directly support replication mechanisms within the ORB. For example, the application programmer can
use a "group" object adapter. It is guaranteed by the internal transport protocol of the ORB that all requests are
submitted to the replicas in the same order.

5.3.3 Trading

The CORBA standard does not define any functionality to obtain object references within the ORB kernel. This is
left to the CORBAServices or individual products. [OMG96] defines a trading service for CORBA. Orbix OTM
[OrbixOTM] implements the CORBA Transaction Service using a simple round robin strategy (see above). If this
service is not available or if a general trading service would induce too much overhead, trading may also be
implemented within the application. For example, [Schnekenburger97a] implements an application-specific trading
service on top of Orbix. Some ORB implementations allow to customize the underlying mechanisms for obtaining
object references. For example, Orbix allows to customize its "locator". The locator is used internally by Orbix
when the application tries to bind to an object. [Orbix97] shows how the locator may be customized in order to
implement load balancing based on trading.

5.3.4 Assignment on demand

There are several places where assignment on demand mechanisms can be integrated.
• The application can implement this method on client side by replacing the ordinary CORBA object pointer

(pointer to a proxy object) through a pointer to a list of proxies that may be used for the request. When a request
is performed on that pointer, one proxy out of the list is selected for the request. Using inheritance and operator-
overloading as provided in C++, the application can hide this list-representation within a class in order to keep
the application specific code unchanged. Only those methods that are used for assignment on demand load
balancing have to be redefined by the list class. Orbix supports this by smart proxies. A smart proxy class
inherits from the original proxy class. Therefore it is possible to hide a proxy list as mentioned above within the
smart proxy class.

• Assignment on demand may also be supported by the ORB kernel. For example, Orbix+Isis [Isis96] provides an
assignment on demand load balancing mechanism in combination with replication. Thus the ORB can
automatically select an object reference for a request out of the set of all replicas associated with the given object
reference. However, as mentioned above, the strategies used by actual products for selecting replicas are rather
primitive.

• Assignment on demand may also be supported by a specific service. For example, a service similar to the
CORBA Naming Service may be used to obtain an object reference. Subsequent requests are not invoked
directly at the object reference, but are passed to the service. Thereupon, the service selects the actual object
reference and performs the invocation.

• There is currently no standard CORBAService that corresponds to assignment on demand.

5.3.5 Preemptive Trading

Preemptive trading is an extension of ordinary trading. Two mechanisms have to be implemented: Firstly, a client’s
object reference has to be invalidated, that means, there must be a possibility to disconnect a client from a servant.
Secondly, a client has to automatically re-connect to a suitable servant. Again we consider different integration
points.
• Application: Invalidation of client references can be implemented using specific CORBA user exceptions: If the

load balancing strategy decides to disconnect a client, it causes the server to raise an appropriate user exception
when it is called (e.g., by setting a global variable that is checked at the beginning of each operation in the
servant). When the client receives that exception, it re-connects to another servant using an ordinary trading
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method as mentioned above. Again, some CORBA ORBs such as Orbix provide communication filters and
smart proxies that can be used to separate this load balancing functionality from the application specific code.

• Up to now neither any actual CORBA ORB, nor any CORBAService supports preemptive trading.

5.3.6 Assignment of generated servants

When the application wants to generate a new servant, there may be a choice where to locate it. The CORBA
LifeCycle Service uses a Factory pattern for creating CORBA objects. That means, for a given interface there is an
associated factory interface that can be used to create object instances of the interface. Regarding the actual
implementation of this mechanism, there are basically two possibilities:
• Firstly, a servant may be generated at an already running server. This corresponds to the shared activation mode

as defined in the CORBA BOA specification. It can be used for load balancing among already running servers.
• Secondly, the application may activate a new server instance that will host the new servant. This corresponds to

the CORBA BOA’s definition of the unshared activation mode and the per method call activation mode. This
technique corresponds to the traditional, operating system based method "load balancing by process generation".
Therefore it may be used in combination with popular load sharing tools supporting load balancing by process
creation (see [Kaplan94] for a survey).

5.3.7 Non-preemptive object migration

The CORBA LifeCycle Service defines interfaces for "moving" CORBA objects. A new object instance is created
(using a Factory pattern similar to the object generation pattern), the object’s state is copied to the new instance,
and the original instance is removed. Consequently, if the Life Cycle Service is available for a given ORB, it will be
used to implement object migrations. However, the realization and application of the Life Cycle Service is quite
complicate if relationships between the object to be migrated and other CORBA object are considered. On the other
hand, object migration may be implemented within the application. The effort for implementing this mechanism
depends on application semantics. There are two approaches to implement object migration: Firstly, objects can be
migrated between servers, or secondly, entire servers may be "migrated". Generally, application based migration of
objects can be implemented as follows: (cf. Migration Pattern in [Schnekenburger97b]):
• Generate a new instance of the object using a factory pattern similar to the LifeCycle service.
• Transfer the object’s state to the new instance using extensions of the object’s interface.
• Force clients that have invoked the original instance after the beginning of the state transfer to re-issue the

request (e.g., by returning a user exception).
• After the state transfer is completed, delete the original instance.
• Clients may obtain exceptions after the original instance is deleted. In that case, the they should re-connect to

the object.
Application based migration of a server can be implemented as follows:
• Create a new server instance (e.g., using the CORBA BOA activation methods).
• Transfer the state of the original server to the new instance.
• Terminate the original server.
• Invocations to the original server usually should not get lost during the state transfer. This is accomplished

either by forwarding incoming requests to the new server instance or by raising an exception that forces the
client to re-connect to the new server (similar to preemptive trading).

If the application already provides a recovery mechanism for servers this can obviously be used for migration. In
that case, migration can be implemented by terminating the original server and starting the new server process
afterwards.

5.3.8 Preemptive object migration

Depending on the type of servant and server activation mode, there are different possibilities for implementing
preemptive object migration:
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• Single threaded, shared servers: In this case the system has to interrupt the execution of an operation and
transfer the state (including stack etc.) to another server. Obviously this is rather impossible in most practical
systems.

• Multi-threaded, shared servers: When invocations of an object are implemented as threads (for example, one
thread per method invocation, or one thread per object within the server) preemptive object migration means to
migrate all threads associated with an object to a new server. Obviously, this requires some support from the
operating system and is not generally applicable.

• Unshared servers: If an object resides on its "own" server, preemptive object migration means to preemptively
migrate the entire server. That means, the server is migrated to a new destination independent of whether it is
currently executing an operation or not. The literature proposes a large number of concepts and techniques for
preemptive process migration (e.g., [Douglis87]). However, process migration has also to consider
communication connections used by the ORB. (For example, an ORB’s internal representation of object
references may include actual host names of other servers). Consequently, it is rather unlikely that a general
process migration method can be used with an ORB. In other words, the ORB itself has to provide mechanisms
for process migration on the given platform. Up to now we do not know about such ORB’s.

Summing up, preemptive object migration appears to be a rather exotic load balancing method that is unlikely to be
applied in any serious software project.

5.4 Summary
The following table summarizes the possibilities for integrating load balancing methods within individual parts of a
CORBA system. The following possible integration points are considered:
• Application: Load balancing methods are directly implemented in the application specific code.
• Intermediate layer: Load balancing methods are implemented using an intermediate layer (see above)
• ORB kernel: Load balancing is performed by the ORB kernel. As state above, this comprises also the possibility

to modify the ORB’s sources, although this is impractical in most cases.
• Actual CORBA service: Load balancing method is defined by an existing CORBA service
• Possible future service: Load balancing method could eventually be defined by a future CORBA service
Abbreviations:
"+" already defined by CORBA standard,
"yes" possible to implement within the application, or possibly available with an individual ORB or service,

etc.,
"dep." possible, depending whether underlying operating system / ORB provides suitable mechanisms (e.g.

process migration),
"?" may be possible, but unlikely to be applied in practice,
"--" impossible, (or "not yet defined" in case of the actual CORBAServices)
"   " not needed, already defined in CORBA standards

Application Intermediate
Layer

ORB
kernel

actual
CORBA
Service

poss. future
service

Monitoring Resource Load (1) yes yes yes -- yes
Monitoring # threads (2) ? yes yes -- ? (3)
Monitoring Message queue dep. dep. dep. -- ? (4)
Operation monitoring yes yes yes -- --
Strategies yes yes yes -- (5) yes
Functional Decomposition +
Replication yes ? yes -- yes
Trading yes yes yes +
preemptive Trading yes yes yes -- ?
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Assignment on demand yes yes yes ? ?
Object Assignment yes yes yes yes (6)
Non-preemptive Migration yes yes yes yes (6)
preemptive Migration -- -- ? -- --

Remarks:
(1) Some resources can only be monitored if the operating systems provides interfaces for accessing the load

index.
(2) Obviously, this is applicable only for multi-threaded systems.
(3) Rather unlikely, since threads are not included in the CORBA programming model.
(4) Unlikely, since there is no possibility to implement such a service for all platforms.
(5) The trading service may be used in some cases.
(6) The LifeCycle service defines interfaces for generating and migrating objects. However, the mechanisms

have to be supported by the object implementation, i.e., the application or the ORB itself.

6 Related Work
The previous chapters referenced several papers covering some specific aspects of load balancing in CORBA
environments (e.g., [Maffeis95], [Orbix97], [Schiemann96], [Schiemann97], and  [Schnekenburger97a]).
Furthermore, there are two other important object oriented distributed computing platforms, namely Microsoft’s
DCOM and Java RMI. However, although the classification in Section 3 and the patterns in Section 4 can be
applied more or less also to these platforms, the techniques as presented in Section 5 are strongly related to OMG’s
CORBA architecture.

7 Conclusions
Our discussion of the different load balancing methods and their possible integration points into CORBA
environments has revealed why there is no "standard" load balancing concept for CORBA. Several reasons are
identified:
• The general CORBA model implies a variety of rather different load balancing methods, ranging from general

trading mechanisms to rather low-level object migration methods.
• CORBA does not define the implementation of the ORB and of CORBA objects. In this paper we have assumed

that "servants" are hosted by "servers" and that the goal is to balance load among servers.
• It is well known from experiences with load balancing for parallel applications that there is no "universal" load

balancing strategy, that means, the suitability of a load balancing strategy depends on the characteristics of the
application (see for example [Schnekenburger97c]). However, the CORBA standard, actual ORB’s such as
Orbix and VisiBroker, as well as the CORBAServices are not intended for specific application areas.

Summing up, we conclude that applications in the near future have to integrate mechanisms and strategies into the
application code. It is unlikely that future ORBs and standard services will give sufficient support for load
balancing in all cases. From the area of parallel computing we know that a transparent load balancing is not
practical in many application areas. However, application programmers may be supported in their task to realize
load balancing within their specific applications, for example, by "load balancing frameworks" that offer pre-
manufactured basic mechanisms and load balancing strategies.
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